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The authors would like to make the following corrections about the published paper [1].
The changes are as follows:

(1) Replacing the dot with a comma in following Equation (1) in Section 2.4.:

Ue =
1

Re

with

Ue =
1

Re
,

(2) Removing the dot after “Re” in the following sentence after Equation (1):

where e corresponds to the walls, roof and first floor framework; Re. corresponds to the
thermal resistance of element e of the building envelope, in m2

·K/W, and is calculated using the
following equation:

with
where e corresponds to the walls, roof and first floor framework; Re corresponds to the thermal
resistance of element e of the building envelope, in m2

·K/W, and is calculated using the following
equation:

(3) Adding “unit of living area and” to the following sentence in Section 2.5 after Equation (13):

where EDexis
DHW is the average DHW energy demand per year for existing multi-family buildings

built before 2008 (in the selected cities with the same climate zone and January climate zone),
in kWh/m2

·year, obtained from the corresponding energy demands in [44].

with

where EDexis
DHW is the average DHW energy demand per unit of living area and year for existing

multi-family buildings built before 2008 (in the selected cities with the same climate zone and
January climate zone), in kWh/m2

·year, obtained from the corresponding energy demands in [44].
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(4) Change in Equation (25):

xheat
opt,e =

(0.024·HDD·C f uel·PWF·λ

η

)0.5

− λ·Rexis
e ,

with

xheat
opt,e =

(0.024·HDD·C f uel·PWF·λ

Cinsu·η

)0.5

− λ·Rexis
e ,

(5) Replacing phrase “exchange surface” with “living area” to the following sentence in Section 2.6
after Equation (29):

The cost of the energy renovation of the building with an optimized insulation thickness that
minimizes the total heating cost per unit of exchange surface, Creno

heat , in €/m2, is calculated with the
following equation:

with
The cost of the energy renovation of the building with an optimized insulation thickness that

minimizes the total heating cost per unit of exchange surface, Creno
heat , in €/m2, is calculated with the

following equation:

(6) Replacing phrase “exchange surface” with “living area” to the following sentence in Section 2.6
after Equation (30):

The total net savings for the renovated building with an optimized insulation thickness that
minimizes the total heating cost per unit of exchange surface, ECSreno

heat , in €/m2
·year, is calculated

using the following equation:

with
The total net savings for the renovated building with an optimized insulation thickness that

minimizes the total heating cost per unit of living area, ECSreno
heat , in €/m2

·year, is calculated using
the following equation:

(7) Change Equation (33):

xheat+cool
opt,e =

(0.024·HDD·C f uel·PWF·λ

η
+

0.024·CDD·Celec·PWF·λ
ε

)0.5

− λ·Rexis
e .

with

xheat+cool
opt,e =

(0.024·HDD·C f uel·PWF·λ

Cinsu·η
+

0.024·CDD·Celec·PWF·λ
Cinsu·ε

)0.5

− λ·Rexis
e .

The authors and the Editorial Office would like to apologize for any inconvenience caused to the
readers by these changes. The changes does not affect the scientific results. The manuscript will be
updated and the original will remain online on the article webpage.
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